Year 1 Curriculum Overview
Spring 2021

Maths
Addition and subtraction: We will be looking
at problem solving, number bonds and finding
totals of different amounts within 20. We will
look at different strategies for addition and
subtraction including counting on/backwards
and crossing out. We will compare number
sentences using <, > and = and look at
different ways of visualising them such as
using part whole models.
Number and place value: Within 50. Counting
50 by making 10s. Numbers to 50. Counting
forwards and backwards within 50. Represent
numbers to 50.

Homework is given out every Thursday and is to be
returned by the following Tuesday (on Google Classroom).
Home reading is to be read and signed every night. Books
are exchanged every Wednesday.
Library: 1 Yew & 1 Ash- Thursdays (check letters for
book return dates).
PE: 1 Yew every Monday and Tuesday.
1 Ash every Tuesday and Thursday.

Science – Animals including humans
We will be studying a variety of common
animals; herbivores, carnivores, amphibians and
reptiles. We will study the different habitats;
woodlands, arctic etc and create an animal
research project based on one of the chosen
animals.

Topic
Geography: The world around us. Will be
identifying different countries on a world map
and will be looking into different foods and
cultures around the world.

Other subjects
R.E- caring for others/food.
PSHE –1 Decision –Relationships-Keeping clean, families and care.
Art– textiles –to investigate the properties of different materials.
PE – Gymnastics
Computing: purple mash-unit 1.3 pictograms & unit 1.4 Lego builders

English
Genres: Poetry, instruction texts and stories
with repeating patterns (traditional tales).
Reading:
Children will have the opportunity to become
familiar with different texts. They will apply
their phonic knowledge to decode words when
reading and will be exposed to different
reading skills where they will be encouraged
to clarify the meaning of different words,
make predictions, links to home life and
summarise.
Writing:
Children will be supported to build confidence
with writing from memory simple sentences
dictated by the teacher, forming letters
correctly and sitting at a table properly
holding a pencil comfortably and suitably.
They will be encouraged to link their own
ideas together to create simple sentences
independently to express ideas.

